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IINQUIRY INTO RESOURCES EXPLORATION IMPEDIMENTSI

SUBMISSION TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES STANDING COMMITTEE ON
INDUSTRY AND RESOURCES

Selected comments and examples of Impediments
from a minerals explorer

JOHN ANDERSON
jgth July, 2002

Introduction
This submission is presented by an Australian minerals explorer of 26 years experience
who has taken an active Industry-wide role in promoting exploration. As a former General
Manager of Australian exploration for a major mining company and with considerable
involvement with Industry and research bodies, the author has encountered the
commercial, technical, statutory and community challenges and impediments that have
been mounting against the Industry since the early 1990’s. Since that time, the author has
been keen not to be part of a generation that loses the valuable wealth-creating front-end
of the mining industry.
The submission is a belated decision and as such is a brief commentary on a collection of
tables, diagrams and attachments that the author had produced for various fora over the
past four years. The submission is made to ensure the views of a grassroots practitioner
balance the submissions of representative and government bodies.

Context of this submission
The principal challenges to minerals exploration in decreasing order are:-

• Resource replenishment

• Ability to predict and explore for blind resources particularly beneath cover.

• Land access to parks and native title claimed areas especially where ineffectively
regulated.

• Attraction of risk capital.

• Exploration and commercial challenges in remote and poorly infrastructured
regions.

The following discussion will give examples of the first three challenges primarily coming
from the author’s recent Queensland experience. The author presented a paper to the
Townsvilhe conference of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists in 2000 outlining the
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challenges in Queensland that have compounded since that time. The abstract is included
as Attachment 1. The diagrams included with this submission are mostly updates of the
illustrations presented in 2000.

The capital issue is not in the author’s expertise. The fourth challenge is touched on in
Attachment 2 from the socio-pohitical angle but is largely a market issue for bulk mineral
commodities and not discussed further.

Resource replenishment
Figure 1 tabulates $4bn of recent mining investment in northern Queensland. Although
this is perceived as a boom for a healthy industry, much of the foundation for the
investment is resources discovered in the forties, fifties and sixties. Most of the new
developments, including the newer discoveries made in a magnetics-based exploration
surge around 1991, only have 10 to 20 years life.
A conveyor of discoveries is required to maintain the resulting industrial complexes
however these are not forthcoming. To rely on third world production to meet Australia’s
resource needs is both commercially and morally wrong if Australia is to head in wealth
generation and resource/environmental management.

Ability to predict and explore for blind resources
The prime contributor to the lack of discovery over the past ten years has been the
inability to predict the location of new blind resources even in pedigree belts. Figure 2
shows the restriction of known resources (in this case copper) to areas of outcropping
geology (not shown but coincides with the occurrence pattern) where direct evidence
enabled location by historical prospecting or provided lead-ins for the application of
remote sensing technology to locate nearby shallow repetitions. Figure 3 is an indication
of.the difficulty in discovering deep resources particularly away from brownflelds sites. The
majority of greenflelds discoveries in the modem exploration era have been of resources
that peak within IOOm of the surface. A major exception is the Olympic Dam discovery as
early as 1976 but for which there is no parallel since.
The Industry’s reliance on broadacre “pre-competitive” data in the covered areas is
therefore very strong. Such data can have significant impact on the private exploration
expenditure within a jurisdiction as shown for South Australia in Figure 4. The State’s
share of the national minerals exploration spend increased from 2.3 to 4.9% after the their
SAEI program made a delayed but important contribution to the Gawler Craton “rush” in
1997.delayed impact. The additional data permitted more confident prediction of
favourable hithologies and structures to reduce the increasing risk of pegging and
negotiating access for expensive exploration.

Land Access
Figure 5 shows a contrary impact for Queensland with the State’s hesitant and awkward
response to management of Native Title, resulting in the freezing of exploration titles to
the effect of having only 13% of exploration grants and applications available for
exploration access early in 2001 (Figure 6 — source MIM Exploration). The impact would
have been worse if the State did not have some significant brownfields sites such as
Mount Isa to maintain exploration momentum during the period.
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The result was Queensland has lost about 7% share or $60-80M per annum of the
national exploration spend since 1996 (Figure 7), an issue that still requires fixing if
Queensland is to retain a longer term position as a resource developer.
Access to dual declaration parks is another issue that needs the preparation and
acceptance of protocols for responsible access and development. Urban and agricultural
development at the park boundaries have already caused significant impacts that could be
better managed with more resources rather than taking the easy option of blaming lower
impact exploration access and banning subsequent mine development.

Conclusion
Australia has a major decision to make on whether it remains a responsible developer of
its own minerals and energy resources by meeting the challenges presented to the future
discovery and management of the country’s resources. The alternative is to ignore wealth
creation and the maintenance of 9% of our GDP by relying on third world economics and
environmental practices to supply our resource needs.
A better discovery rate is needed to maintain the resource base from ten to fifteen years
time. The main challenges are land access and resource prediction and delineation. The
efforts thusfar in resolving land access issues and providing an aggressive research
environment have been insufficient. Fiscal concerns had led private companies and
governments to limit necessary funding on basic issues in the past due to expediency and
user pays philosophies. This cannot continue on matters of national importance such as
the resource base of the country’s wealth.

Figures
1. Using up our resource legacy - e.g. Northwest Queensland
2. Reliance on outcrop information — Australian copper deposits (after AGSO)
3. Poor ability to explore at depth — Modern greenfields base metal discoveries in

Australia
4. Initiative Benefits — South Australia
5. Other Impacts — Queensland
6. Queensland — Accessible area (2001)
7. Queensland’s loss of national (minerals) exploration spend

Attachments
1. Exploring in Queensland — an overview Australian Institute of Geoscientists NQEM

2000 Symposium — Abstract (2000)
2 An example of strategic theme setting- Nomination of Priority Research Themes

relating to Regional Development and the Minerals and Energy Sectors
Submission — National Research Priorities (June 2002)
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ATTACHMENT I
NQEM 2000 Symposium

Exploring in Queensland — an overview

John Anderson

M.LM. Exploration Pty Limited

Introduction
The year 2000 presents ongoing challenges to Queensland’s waning mineral exploration
industry. Most are related to global or national conditions but some are specific to this State.

The challenges confront all participants including the un(der)-employed geoscientists and
other staff affected by the halving of the State’s annual exploration expenditure since 1996;
the teams retained to make new discoveries that have not been readily forthcoming since
1995, while managing ever-increasing land access restrictions and compliance requirements;
the companies considering the value of exploration within their drive for cost efficiendes and
shareholder value; and the Government in establishing an attractive framework for re-
investment that will benefit the longer term health of the State.

Resource Base
As a mining state Queensland makes an important contribution to Australia’s globally
competitive minerals resource base, producing $7bn worth of minerals each year. This
production will grow as the State has seen an unprecedented phase of resource investment
over the past few years particularly with $4bn of capital expenditure in the northwest mining-
industrial complex.
These investments largely capitalised on established resources discovered near Mount isa
prior to the eighties and on the flurry of discoveries in the Mount isa ~nhierbetween 1988 and
1992. Although these investments and resources wilt underpin 10 to 20 years of production,
the State needs more discoveries and follow-up investment to underpin the mining industry
beyond the firstdecade ofthe new mUlennium.

The Exploration Downturn

The required level of exploration is not being achieved due to a number of economic, statutory
and technical impediments. The attached figure compares exploration expenditure in
Queensland with national and global figures. Commodity prices, investor confidence and the
need to address Native Title had simu’taneous impacts of restricting funding and access for
exploration. By comparison with national expenditures, Queensland should have achieved
$35m of additional exploration in 1996/7. Since then, the 43% decrease in Queensland
expenditure is disproportionate to the 27% national decrease. Expenditure on the State’s coal
exploration peaked later in 1997 in keeping with the national profile probably because of a
higher proportion of available tenure.

Key Drivers and Challenges
The drivers and challenges for mineral exploration are analysed below in a sequence that
reflects the basic needs: - funds, access, responsibility and the ability to discover.

Commodity Prices

ABARE recently forecast a short term rise in metal prices over the next two years. There is no
certainty in gotd price movements. However in the longer term, while the mining industry
remains a price taker, the competition through cost efficiencies in operations will expand lower
arade reserves and maintain pressure on Drices.
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InvestorConfidence

The resources sector has been reduced by the investment community to about 16% of total
market capitalisation in Australia. The principal cause is the investment fashion for
abandoning the old production economy of low long term yields for speculation in the new
information technology economy. This is compounding a lack of faith in investment returns
from exploration, both as equity funding for pure exploration juniors and as corporate
investment in exploration divisions.

Company Strategies
In this investment environment, the exploration strategies of major companies are diverse as
many companies seek new corporate direction. Some companies, MIM notable among them,
maintain exploration teams to support established resource positions in Queensland. Other
majors have severely curtailed their metals exploration in the State after long and successful
campaigns and have variously established clawback farmouts or database alliances with
juniors. Large mostly overseas companies have entered the northwest seeking advanced
base metal prospects. There is an accelerated push by many majors to farm into and deep
drill ground held by unfunded juniors. Many junior companies are converting to Internet and
software businesses in response to investor interest.
It is difficult to quantify the increased brownfields bias with figures variously reported as 25 to
50% of expenditure on near-mine exploration. It is generally accepted that gold discoveries in
Australia are becomingmore brownfields and driven by larger companiesin established belts
such as the Yligam, Tanami and Tennant Creek. The most recent examples in Queensland
are the Mount Wright-Sarsfield discoveries by MIM at Ravenswood during 1992-5, the Vera-
Nancy discovery by Normandy-Battle Mountain at Pajingo in 1995 and the emerging
discoveries near Cracow by Newcrest-Sedimentary Holdings.

Native Title
The State has the challenge of offering competitive land access that meets the Right to
Negotiate requirements of the Federal Native Title Act. There has been a four-year freeze on
the granting of Exploration Permits until these procedures are in place.As an interim action,
the DME commenced granting “Swiss cheese” EPs undertain by Freehold Titles in June 1999
at a rate of 10 per month. 1200 EPMAs are ungranted, representing over 60% of the area of
the State targeted by explorers.
The Native Title (Queensland) State Provisions Amendment Act was passed in 1999 but will
not beenacted un~essIt.passes. review.by.both~Housesof FederalParliament. Aprovisional
guide on the intended application procedureswasissuedby the DME in December. The major
issue for explorers is the definition of “Low Impact” exploration, a concept introducedafter
Industry lobbying to attracta minimum level of consultation for first pass exploration incfuding
drilling. Under Federal direction, the definition does not include the clearing of accesstracks.
This will preclude geophysicalsurveysand drilling from ‘Low lmpacr conditions in most of
Queensland’s prospective terrains Consultation for “High ImpacI permits to ensure that
target definition and testing can proceed early in programmes will require time and coststhat
may be prohibitive in some areas.

Compliance

There is a move away from “self regulation”. For internationally sensitive areas such as
indigenous matters and environment, the Federal Government is enacting umbrella legislation
that seeks consistent parallel legislation from the states to ensure compliance with treaties,
covenants and conventions. The State Government is also. applying statutory measures to.
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forefront i sues..su.ch..as.safety performance. ..Nev codes and:regulatIonswill..soonbe..in place..
fOr Queens!and explOrers to ~rnpfernentandlmanage;Le~:-
• RéguI~tiOnof the. new Mining. and.1 Quarrying. Sáféty and: Health. Act will be operatiAg- by

September.. It requires. companiesincluding explorers- to have risk management. systems.
and to nominate responsible Site Senior Executives1 with provisionfor penaIties~
The Mining Environmental Protection Policy is nearing final draft. Regulation of prescribed
procedures for exploration activities will transfer to~~the EPA.

* A revised model for new Indigenous Cultural Heritage Legislation is available for pbllc
comment.The draft ~nciudespublic- site registers and the requirement for cultural- heritage
managementplans.

Issues for thewidermining industryof extended shifts and drugand alcohol testing: present
challenges for exploration in remote Iocallons.The Industry is particularly seeking improved
safety for drilt operations through new rod-handling technology.

Public Value

Austrahais far more reliant on subsoilresources for its wealth than anyof herpeersin, the
~en.tywealthiestcountries. The supportof thebroader communityis requisitebothinsideand
outside mining regions. Education programmes are widely applied by industry bodies
throughout the country howevermedia reports on persistentoverseasincidentsof mine
pollution are understandably presenting a strong negative image to the average Australian.
This presents the Industry in Australia with the challenge of communicating its responsible
behaviour, technological leadership and contribution to the nation.

Skills Base

AustraIia~spoot of professional geoscientists decreasedfrom an estimated 5,300 in 1996 to
2,600 late in 1999 This trend is likely to continue with 124% of the State’s registered
geoscientists currently unemployed and many more under-employed Education, employment
and human resourcing within our cyclic Industry remaLn vexed questions The State1s teitiary
in~titUtibns’are ~articipatIngin an ~fliti~tI~~of thê~MCA Educatlo Taskforcë for the . n~atiOhaI’
integration of post-graduate training thatwilt meet the future needs of our. Industry.

ideas and Technologj.
There has been. a- paucityof. discoveryin~Queensland. since, the: base- metal.discoveries. driven.’
by new aeromagnetic data through to 1992 and the brownfields gold discoveries to 1995 The
e.~pp~itur~-c.,~wn~urn-is not the- sok., ‘rea~o~i.The hic,.ustry IS St~ll”ç~!aHengedLy even thin
cover. Nearly all- of the pastgreenfields disccveriespeak-’within 60m of the sLrIa~e,We
remaintoo reliant on magneticsfor target selection.

The next step- change in modeIs~and technology will discover the population of economic
deposits that peak below 60m depth This is overdue, however the reduction in greenfields
exploration and research will constrain developments. Queensland, with its pedigree and
extensive shallow cover, is an attractive place for the application of these impending
advances. MIM, With its new MIMDAS acquisition and ~ntetp’retatiohsystem, is a leader in
geophysioal targeting techn~IogyCurrent collaborative tesearch on basin architecture, source
rOcks and fluid flow in the isa Inhier will improve 3D geological models that will enable better
ptáOèmeAt of déèp sèarthii”g teohñóloç’,yovertaigets.

Precompetifive Data

For all the above reasons~the need for Queensland to compete with over 100 countries and
many more iur~diQtian~fQr the exp!Qr~tiQnd~!Iarhaa ~ even more ~,
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In the face of the Australia-widetrendof reducing pubI~cexpenditures through policies such as
uUser Pays” and downgrading Geological Surveys, the Queensland Government is addressing
the need to maintain data and idea generation through its Prospectivity Plus tnitiative. It is in
the Industry’s interest to support and advise the DME on stimulating exploration into the next
upturn.

Current Activity

Under the freeze on tenure grants, many exploration ideas are being warehoused under
applications. Exptoration is continuing on granted EPs under relaxed renewal and reduction
conditions that ensure some land remains accessible to greenfields exploration.

Progress is being made by companies expbring brownfields gold sites such as Ravensw~bd,
Pajihgo, GyrY1~iéand Crado*. Base metals expIôrati~Ai~a~ôföôU~édon ñé~ItésiActUdiñ~
the isa Valley and Lady Lorëttá. N~wre~LJit~were Fécéntly repo~tèd frém estàblishéd
prospects at Mount Margaret and Mount Garnet. Some greenfietds base metal exptoration
continues on prel997 EPMs primarily in the districts surrounding the Mount isa1 Century,
Cannington and Ernest Henry operations~

The Future
There is potential for another exploration boom in Queensland, but we cannot rely on the
State’s pedigree to stimulate it. When the technology investment bubble bursts; when
responsible land access becomes possible at reasonable cost for the majority of the State;
and when the step change in our abibty to explore occurs; then exploration opportunities,
efficiencies and funding will increase. Whether these key drivers coincide to maximise the
result for the State and its explorers is in many hands.

March 2000
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:1 ATTACHMENT 2

NATIONAL RESEARCH PRIORIT$E~

SUBMISSION TO THE CONSULTATION PANEL

An example of strategic theme setting-

NOMINATION OF PRIORITY RESEARCH THEMES RELATING TO

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE MINERALS AND ENERGY

SECTORS

JOHN ANDERSON

7
th June, 2002

Introduction
This submission arises from participation in the consultation meeting held by the NRP
panel at Brisbane on

6
th June. It is submitted on the request of panelistProfessor Melissa

Little to record the writer’s comments pursuant to the geoscience theme raised by
colleagues Vic Wall and Peter Stoker. The submission is an outline of a practical strategic
theme connecting resource research with regional development. It has geoscience
aspects but does not purport to represent the spectrum of geoscience research in the
context of the NRP.

Context of this submission
With the short timeframe and existing SET priorities, it is perceivable the consultation
phase ofthe NRP process will focus on the high-tech research audience at the expense of
relevant strategic issues in the wider community. It is acknowledged that consultation
meetings wiH be held in some regional centres although these often coincide with other
NRP consultation meetings. The Issues Paper proposes a “whole-of-government”
approach to research prioritisation, however this would be better couched as “whole-of-
community”.

After discussing the consultation process~the panel requested nominations for priority
themes. The nominations offered at the meeting ranged from umbrella objectives such as
“Sustainable Australia” (already nominated by the Issues Paper) to discipline proposals
such as the “Geosciences” one and on to more specific or parochial research issues.

The panel strove to identify graspable themes at intermediate levels that linked research
opportunities to national priorities. A scheme was used to classify the nominations from 10
for the highest-level national themes to 1 for specific research ideas. The nominations of
“Coastal Management” and “Regional Health Disparities” were two exampies that
appeared to be aiming at the right level of useful themes. The writer felt with more time a
better prioritisation tree could be developed to extract practical themes.

National Research PrioritiesSubmission
Jo/rnAnderson-~ June 2002
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ATTACHMENT 2

Strategic Framework
Building on the panet’s hierarchy, the following framework identifies the priorifies of
minera’s and energy research in the context of the Government’s objectives and criteria
for economic, social and environmental management.

Level 10- National Objective

A globally competitive, responsible and respected Australia

Level 9- National Strategy

Sustainable Development with wealth and health generation

Level 8- National Priority

Resource Inventoiy and Management
The nation’s resources from which real growth is generated are:-

HUMAN RESOURCES, INTELLECT, CULTURE, I NFRASTRUCTURE, ATMOSPHERE, WATER,
BIORESOURCES, LANDFORMS, SOIL, ENERGY, MINERALS
All our activity and industry, whether social services, tourism, education, high t~chnoIogy,
agriculture, power, metal production etc~,depend on these resources to some usually
great degree1 it is requisite the understanding and maintenance of these resources
have high-level priorities.

Level 7- Priority Themes
At this level, priority themes can be developed on geographical and strategic grounds that
will have varying human, environmental, developmental and technological emphases. A
simple breakdown could be:-

• The Continental Shelf and Antarctica requiring strategic research and
management to meet ownership requirements.

• The Coastal Fringe with the population mass, environmental pressures and best
resources for education and the nano-, bio- and IT frontier-tech sciences~

• The Interior (Inland, Outback) offering primary resources and the challenges of
economic and environmental viabilities and social conditions.

The marine/coastal environments and social/health issues were prominent in the meeting
discussion and the frontier-tech areas have well publicised attention within the ARC
scheme. The following priority is nominated to gain balanced consideration for resources
and the Interior.

National Research PrioritiesSubmission
JohnAnderson June2002
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ATTACHMENT 2

Level 6 NOn Thated Pdorit~l

Minerals and Energy Resources to underpin Regional Development

Opportunft~es
The mining and energy industries account for about 50% ofexport income, 9% ofGDP
and 4.5% of employment. They are proven robust foundations ofthis country. In
conjunction with agriculture, these industries produce wealth from the interior using
disproportionately less human and infrastructure capital than is available on the urbanized
coastal fringe.

in cøntrádiction tO thö re~éhtOld Ec0nôflI~IäbèIS, the AUSträliàA h ihitig and energy
industriesareworld leaders in technotogical apptications~exportingtechnologyat
increasingly significant rates. The industrieshavehigh-tech challenges and opportunities
of strategic interest to this country but also have the expertise and research base to meet
and capitalise on these challenges and opportunities.

Awhole-of-community approach is needed to maximise the country’s appreciation and
use of the interior. Responsible development is the optimum avenue for the employment,
cultural preservationandwell-beingof ouroutback communities.

The opportunities are therefore:-

• To sustain resource inventory and export income.

• Technological innovation towards more efficient production and value-adding
processing.

• To increase regional development, employment and well-being.

• Globat leadership in safe and environmentally sensitive resource exploitation.

Challenges
The main threat is failure to sustain identified resources that are be economically
recoverable in a globally competitive environment and that provide the operational
laboratoriesfor additional advances in resource technology and management to be made
h~this COlihti~.
ThefOllowing OUtline the challenges of the ñ~iñerál~séOtôr. The writer èrô~vés~miIár
medium-term resource challenges for the energy industries although these are not in his
areas of experience.

challenge 6a — Sustaining the MIneral Resource Inventoiy
Australia aftracts the largest minera’s exploration expenditure, including a substantial
amount of overseas capital, of all the countries in the world. This reflects Australia’s
potential, technology and stabihty. However there has been a global trend ofdiminishing
exploration and discovery rates for minerals due to the decreasing opportunities for
shallow easy-to-find resøurces in accessible safe countries. This problem is particularly
evident ih Australia as thE piOhéeriñg phase Of Oi t~h ihin~histôid iá~~to a clösé with
100 year deposits like Broken HID petering out

We face the challenge of exploring for new resources under the extensive cover of the
country~sancient land surface and doing so in a responsible and least intrusive manner

National Research PrioritiesSubmission
JohnAnderson— Jtm~20f12
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ATTACHMENt 2

Uhdér increasingehVirôñméñtát àAd ôuttUrãl óOhcèrh~and Iáhd ácoéss striOturès. SIhÔé
modern mineral exploration commenced in the nineteen fifties, exploration technologies
have evolved by necessity from the initial prospecting for outcropping deposits to
geoohemical detectionof near-surface hatoes, then to remote sensing of buried deposits
with geophysical techniques. There wasa spate of smallerresources found ten years ago
by simpler magnetic geophysics that detected deposits within I OOm ofthe surface and
these are mostly developed and will be exhausted within 10 to 15 years.

The 1975 discovery of the Olympic Darn deposit demønstrated giant deposits are present
at depth. However, as the disô~véryof bihid resoUmès has bé~ôme i~nör~éohalleñging, it iS
evident the Industry is not developing the technology to discover deeper resources at the
rate required to replenish the inventory; Analysis wiQ show our resource base is declining
and is dominated by deeper or technologically challenging resources. We may lose
capacity to produce base metats at the current level within ten years. Australia’s gold
production is already declining due to deposit exhaustion.
The accurate prediction and rapid definition of resources with minimal and definable
environmental and cultural disturbance are desirable goals with major benefits to the
hätiOh and local óOr’th,unitiës.

challenge 6b — Déëp MililAg TëchñolOgy
By ~örôHâry.another ähallenge äñd oppoitUnit~i~the ability tO é~tráôtãrd pröôeés dêépér
resources (once discovered) in the most economic and least environmentally intrusive
way~

Technofogical and infrastructure innovations are being developed to exp’oit shallow
secondarydeposits such as magnesite, nickel taterites and mineral sands with quakfied
success thusfar. Ventitation, rock control and driverless machine technology have
extended the depth of base metal mining currently to 1.5km but only where high-grade ore
and mining infrastructure are immediately available.
Co~itinuOUs hardrOck nhihiiig IS the fle~tmajor res~archgo~dand mih~maiiyIflttUSIVe lAsitu

Ieachihg IS fóréOást to~~be possible Within 50 years.

Miñéràl rèsOuräés identified ovérsèàs may ácóôm ôdáté the shôitfá II but Au••~t~~Ii~shoUld
not pass on part of its wealth potential and environmental or social challenges to Third
World countries when we can lead by example, capitahse on our own opportunities and
develop efficient and globally beneficial extraction, processing and environmental
technologies.

PnorftyActIons

Thérë are therefore three key research and development ~h~Henges:’-

Priority Action 6a - Develop Predictiveand ExplorationTechnologiesto discover
the deeper resources that are statistically forecast to be available but are undetected to
date. This priority is already recognised by the CSIRO Glass Earth concept and the CRCs
for Predictive Mineral Discovery and Landscape Evolutlob, Minerals and Environment.
Hówévér the phO~it~should be elevätéd Within the regiôñal thémé to a Natiôñal Reséärôh
Priority. Thereis an urgency to re-establlsh the orereservebase within the next tenyears
to meetcurrent operationallexport Ieve~s;
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ATTACHMENT 2

Piiörit~Aötion 6b - Dévélóp MIAIn~áAd ProóeIngTeólmälógies to éhäblé réiótó
or preprocessed extraction with minimal environmental disturbance and maximum
safety.Theseefficiencieswill maketheextractionof sower-grade ore at greater depths
possible sothatuseofour resources is maximised. There will be analogies with reservoir
engineering for thepetroleum industry. Australia has the need and is in the best position
to research and dev~Iopthis globally important stépchange in mining approach and
optimum resource use.

PrioEity Action 6c — PianhihgfoE’ theRegional Development of the Interior. This is
where so~taIand hU~hat~itiöSresea~chcdüId be better fritégrätéd With SET bäséd
reséärchoh wátêr, soil and Iãndfôñóôñditioñ~and résóuróés. The réséàróh woUld
continue to apply the predictive outcomes ofAction 6a to prioritise prospective terranes~
address the sensitivities of the cultural and physical environment, and identify the
infrastructure shortfalls and benefits to local communities.

As with the Alice Springs-Darwin railway and Regional Minerals Programmes, the Federa’
priority needs to be maintained here to support the States’ attempts to promote their
interiors and provide seam’ess borders for geographically-defined research.

Conclusion

This submission is a preliminary statement of important themes and priorities that can be
detailed and clarified in expert submissions. Geoscience is a large component requiring
commentby the relevant representative bodies, universities, CRCs, CSIRO, Geological
SurveysandGeoscience Australia.

It is clear the government recognises the priorities of regional and resource development
by the support exampled in the Alice Springs — Darwin Railway, CRCS and RMPs. These
priorities must be retained, integrated and elevated as a Nationa’ Research Priority.
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